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ON THE HOCHSCHILD COHOMOLOGIES OF ASSOCIATIVE
CONFORMAL ALGEBRAS WITH A FINITE FAITHFUL
REPRESENTATION
P.S. KOLESNIKOV AND R.A. KOZLOV
Abstract. Associative conformal algebras of conformal endomorphisms are of
essential importance for the study of finite representations of conformal Lie al-
gebras (Lie vertex algebras). We describe all semisimple algebras of conformal
endomorphisms which have the trivial second Hochschild cohomology group
with coefficients in every conformal bimodule. As a consequence, we state a
complete solution of the radical splitting problem in the class of associative
conformal algebras with a finite faithful representation.
1. Introduction
An algebraic formalization of the properties of the operator product expansion
(OPE) in 2-dimensional conformal field theory [4] gave rise to a new class of al-
gebraic systems, vertex operator algebras [7, 21]. The singular part of the OPE
describes the commutator of two fields, and the corresponding algebraic structures
are called conformal (Lie) algebras [22] (or vertex Lie algebras [20]).
Namely, suppose V is a vertex operator (super)algebra with a translation oper-
ator ∂ and a state-field correspondence Y . Then, due to the locality axiom, the
OPE of two fields Y (a, z) and Y (b, z), a, b ∈ V , has a finite singular part:
Y (a, w)Y (b, z) =
N(a,b)−1∑
n=0
Y (cn, z)
1
(w − z)n+1
+ (regular part).
The coefficients of the singular part are completely determined by the (super)com-
mutator of the fields:
[Y (a, w), Y (b, z)] =
N(a,b)−1∑
n=0
Y (cn, z)
1
n!
∂nδ(w − z)
∂zn
,
where δ(w − z) =
∑
s∈Z
wsz−s−1 is the formal delta-function. The correspondence
(a, b) 7→ cn, n ≥ 0,
defines an infinite series of bilinear operations (n-products) on V . Together with
the translation operator ∂, these operations turn V into what is called a conformal
Lie (super)algebra.
The most natural analogues of finite-dimensional algebras in the class of confor-
mal algebras are finite ones, i.e., those finitely generated as modules over H = C[∂].
An algebraic study of this class of conformal algebras is an interesting mathe-
matical problem with numerous ties to other areas. Structure theory of finite Lie
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conformal algebras was developed in [15], simple and semisimple finite Lie confor-
mal superalgebras were described in [12, 18, 19]. Representations and cohomologies
of conformal algebras were studied in [2, 10, 9, 11, 13, 14, 29].
The study of universal structures for conformal algebras was initiated in [33]. The
classical theory of finite-dimensional Lie algebras often needs universal construc-
tions like free algebras and universal enveloping algebras. This was a motivation for
the development of combinatorial issues in the theory of conformal algebras [5, 6].
One of the most intriguing questions in this field is related with the classical
Ado Theorem. The latter states that every finite-dimensional Lie algebra has a
faithful finite-dimensional representation. The Ado Theorem is a crucial point for
understanding why every Lie algebra integrates globally into a Lie group. A formal
approach to Lie theory (see [30]) allows us to hope that the “fundamental triangle”
of Lie theory can be established for conformal algebras. To that end, an analogue of
the Ado Theorem for conformal algebras will be required. It was shown in [26, 27]
that a finite (torsion-free) Lie conformal algebra has a faithful finite representation
provided that its semisimple part splits as a subalgebra, i.e., the analogue of the
Levi Theorem holds. However, it is known that the Levi Theorem does not hold
for finite Lie conformal algebras in general (see, e.g., [2, 14]). In order to get
further advance in the study of existence of faithful finite representations we need
to explore the structure of associative conformal envelopes of finite Lie algebras.
These algebraic structures belong to the class of associative conformal algebras [22]
with a finite faithful representation (FFR, for short).
The structure theory of finite associative conformal algebras is very much similar
to ordinary associative algebras: simple objects are isomorphic to current confor-
mal algebras CurMn(C) over matrix algebras [15], semisimple algebras are direct
sums of simple ones, the maximal nilpotent ideal (radical) always exists, and the
semisimple part splits as a subalgebra [34]. Namely, for every finite associative con-
formal algebra C there exists a maximal nilpotent ideal R such that E/R is isomor-
phic to the current conformal algebra CurA over a semisimple finite-dimensional
associative algebra A. Moreover, the following analogue of the Wedderburn Prin-
cipal Theorem holds: C is isomorphic to the semi-direct product of CurA and R,
C ≃ CurA ⋉ R. The latter result also follows from the study of Hochschild co-
homologies for finite associative conformal algebras [16], where it was shown that
H2(CurA,M) = 0 for every semisimple algebra A, dimA < ∞, and for every
conformal bimodule M over CurA.
Associative conformal algebras with a FFR form a more general class than
(torsion-free) finite associative conformal algebras [26]. The conjecture on the struc-
ture of simple algebras in this class was posed in [8] and proved in [24]. Semisimple
associative conformal algebras with a FFR turn to be direct sums of simple ones,
but was shown in [25] that the analogue of the Wedderburn Principal Theorem does
not hold in general.
Since the splitting of a semisimple part plays crucial role in the study of Ado-type
problems for finite Lie conformal algebras, it is reasonable to investigate the similar
problem for associative conformal algebras with a FFR. A natural tool for such
investigation is the computation of Hochschild cohomologies for conformal algebras.
The latter were proposed in [2], but we prefer using the pseudo-tensor category
approach of [1]. In this paper, we explicitly describe all those semisimple associative
conformal algebras with a FFR that have trivial second Hochschild cohomology
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group relative to every conformal bimodule. The main technical statement is to
show that conformal algebras of type Cendn,Q, where Q = diag{1, . . . , 1, x}, always
have trivial second cohomology group. For n = 1, it was done in [28]. In this paper,
we use a different method of proof that does not work for n = 1.
Throughout the paper, k is an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero,
Z+ is the set of nonnegative integers.
2. Preliminaries
A conformal algebra [22] is a linear space C equipped with a linear map ∂ : C →
C and with a countable family of bilinear operations (· (n) ·) : C ⊗C → C, n ∈ Z+,
satisfying the following axioms:
(C1) for every a, b ∈ C there exists N ∈ Z+ such that (a (n) b) = 0 for all n ≥ N ;
(C2) (∂a (n) b) = −n(a (n−1) b);
(C3) (a (n) ∂b) = ∂(a (n) b) + n(a (n−1) b).
Every conformal algebraC is a left module over the polynomial algebraH = k[∂].
The structure of a conformal algebra on anH-module C may be expressed by means
of a single polynomial-valued map called λ-product:
(· (λ) ·) : C ⊗ C → C[λ], (a (λ) b) =
∑
n∈Z+
λ(n)(a (n) b), (1)
where λ is a formal variable, λ(n) = λn/n!. The axioms (C2) and (C3) turn into
the linearity property
(∂a (λ) b) = −λ(a (λ) b), (a (λ) ∂b) = (∂ + λ)(a (λ) b). (2)
For every conformal algebra C there exists a uniquely defined coefficient algebra
A(C) such that C is isomorphic to a conformal algebra of formal distributions over
A(C) [23]. Conformal algebra C is called associative (commutative, Lie, Jordan,
etc.) if so is A(C) [33]. Every identity on A(C) may be expressed as a family of
identities on C. For example, A(C) is associative if and only if
(a (n) (b (m) c)) =
∑
s≥0
(
n
s
)
((a (n−s) b) (m+s) c) (3)
for all a, b, c ∈ C, n,m ∈ Z+. This family of identities may be expressed in terms
of λ-product (1) as
(a (λ) (b (µ) c)) = ((a (λ) b) (λ+µ) c), a, b, c ∈ C, (4)
where λ and µ are independent commuting variables [23].
A more conceptual approach to the theory of conformal algebras, their identities,
representations, cohomologies, etc., is provided by the notion of a pseudo-algebra
[1]. Indeed, in ordinary algebra all basic definitions may be stated in terms of
linear spaces, polylinear maps, and their compositions. For pseudo-algebras, the
base field is replaced with a Hopf algebra H , the class of linear spaces is replaced
with the classM(H) of left H-modules, and the role of n-linear maps is played by
H⊗n-linear maps of the form
ϕ : V1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Vn → H
⊗n ⊗H V, Vi, V ∈M(H),
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where H⊗n is considered as the outer product of regular right H-modules. Com-
positions of such maps are naturally defined by means of the expansion of ϕ to an
H⊗(m1+···+mn)-linear map
(H⊗m1 ⊗H V1)⊗ · · · ⊗ (H
⊗mn ⊗H Vn)→ H
⊗(m1+···+mn) ⊗H V, (5)
m1, . . . ,mn ∈ Z+, given by the following rule:
ϕ(1⊗m1 ⊗H v1, . . . , 1
⊗mn ⊗H vn) = ((∆
m1 ⊗ · · · ⊗∆mn)⊗H idV )ϕ(v1, . . . , vn),
where ∆m : H → H⊗m is the iterated coproduct on H .
A pseudo-algebra is a left H-module C equipped with a H⊗2-linear map ∗ :
C ⊗ C → H⊗2 ⊗H C called pseudo-product, ∗ : a ⊗ b 7→ a ∗ b (similar to the
definition of an ordinary algebra as a linear space equipped with a bilinear product
map).
Conformal algebras are exactly pseudo-algebras over the polynomial Hopf alge-
bra H = k[∂] with coproduct ∆f(∂) = f(∂⊗ 1+1⊗∂), counit ε(f(∂)) = f(0), and
antipode S(f(∂)) = f(−∂). The relation between pseudo-product and conformal
λ-product is given by
a ∗ b = (a (λ) b)|λ=−∂⊗1.
A conformal algebra C satisfies (3) if and only if
a ∗ (b ∗ c) = (a ∗ b) ∗ c, a, b, c ∈ C,
where a ∗ (b ∗ c) ∈ H⊗3 ⊗H C is the result of the composition ∗(idC , ∗) on a⊗ b⊗ c
(the right-hand side is defined similarly).
Remark 1. The class M(H) together with H-polylinear maps and their compo-
sitions described above forms a non-symmetric pseudo-tensor category [3]. This
language is enough to describe associative algebra features; to include commutativ-
ity into consideration (or any other relation involving permutations of variables) one
needs a symmetric pseudo-tensor category structure on M(H) as described in [1].
For example, the anti-commutativity identity in the language of pseudo-product is
a∗ b = −(σ12⊗H idC)(b∗a), where σ12 acts on H⊗H as the permutation of tensor
factors.
Suppose C is an associative conformal algebra considered as a pseudo-algebra
over H = k[∂]. A conformal bimodule over C is a left H-module M ∈ M(H)
equipped withH⊗2-linear maps l : C⊗M → H⊗2⊗HM and r :M⊗C → H
⊗2⊗HM
satisfying three associativity identities:
l(∗, idM ) = l(idC , l), l(idC , r) = r(l, idC), r(idM , ∗) = r(r, idC).
In terms of ordinary operations, it means that we have two families of M -valued
n-products defined on C ⊗M and M ⊗ C satisfying the analogues of (C1)–(C3)
and (3). We will also describe these infinite families by their generating functions
denoted (· (λ) ·). Then
l(a, u) = (a (λ) u)|λ=−∂⊗1, r(u, a) = (u (λ) a)|λ=−∂⊗1,
and the analogues of (2) and (4) hold.
Let us describe the Hochschild cohomology complex C∗(C,M) for an associative
conformal algebra C and a conformal bimodule M over C [16]. The space of n-
cochains Cn(C,M) consists of all H⊗n-linear maps
ϕ : C⊗n → H⊗n ⊗H M.
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The conformal Hochschild differential dn : C
n(C,M) → Cn+1(C,M) is defined
similarly to the ordinary one, assuming the expansion (5):
(dnϕ)(a1, . . . , an+1) = a1 ∗ ϕ(a2, . . . , an+1)
+
n∑
i=1
(−1)iϕ(a1, . . . , ai ∗ ai+1, . . . , an+1) + (−1)
n+1ϕ(a1, . . . , an) ∗ an+1. (6)
Denote by Zn(C,M) and Bn(C,M) the subspaces of n-cocycles and n-coboun-
daries, respectively. As for ordinary algebras, the quotient space Hn(C,M) =
Zn(C,M)/Bn(C,M) is called the nth Hochschild cohomology group of C with
coefficients in M .
The complex C∗(C,M) may be described by means of λ-products. For every
ϕ ∈ Cn(C,M) and a1, . . . , an ∈ C we may write
ϕ(a1, . . . , an) =
∑
s1,...,sn−1∈Z+
(∂(s1) ⊗ · · · ⊗ ∂(sn−1) ⊗ 1)⊗H us1,...,sn−1 ,
where us1,...,sn−1 ∈M are uniquely defined. Then one may consider a map
ϕλ1,...,λn−1 : C
⊗n →M [λ1, . . . , λn−1]
defined by
ϕλ1,...,λn−1(a1, . . . , an) =
∑
s1,...,sn−1∈Z+
(−1)s1+···+sn−1λ
(s1)
1 . . . λ
(sn−1)
n−1 us1,...,sn−1 .
This map has the following sesquilinearity properties:
ϕλ1,...,λn−1(a1, . . . , ∂ai, . . . , an) = −λiϕλ1,...,λn−1(a1, . . . , an), i = 1, . . . , n− 1,
ϕλ1,...,λn−1(a1, . . . , ∂an) = (∂ + λ1 + · · ·+ λn−1)ϕλ1,...,λn−1(a1, . . . , an).
The differential (6) turns into
(dnϕ)λ1,...,λn(a1, . . . , an+1) = a1 (λ1) ϕλ2,...,λn(a2, . . . , an+1)
+
n∑
i=1
(−1)iϕλ1,...,λi+λi+1,...,λn(a1, . . . , ai (λi) ai+1, . . . , an+1)
+ (−1)n+1ϕλ1,...,λn−1(a1, . . . , an) (λ1+···+λn) an+1.
For example, the space of 2-cocycles Z2(C,M) = Ker d2 ⊂ C
2(C,M) consists of all
sesquilinear maps ϕλ : C ⊗ C →M [λ] such that
a1 (λ) ϕµ(a2, a3)− ϕλ+µ(a1 (λ) a2, a3) + ϕλ(a1, a2 (µ) a3)− ϕλ(a1, a2) (λ+µ) a3 = 0.
(7)
Remark 2. It is easy to see that C∗(C,M) coincides with the complex described
in [2], where Cn(C,M) consists of adjacent classes of sesquilinear maps γλ1,...,λn :
C⊗n →M [λ1, . . . , λn] modulo the multiples of (∂ + λ1 + · · ·+ λn). The correspon-
dence is given by
γλ1,...,λn ↔ ϕλ1,...,λn−1 = γλ1,...,λn−1,−∂−λ1−···−λn−1 .
Recall that a null extension of an associative conformal algebra C by means of
a C-bimodule M is an associative conformal algebra E in a short exact sequence
0→M → E → C → 0,
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where (M (λ) M) = 0 in E. Two null extensions E1 and E2 are equivalent if there
exists an isomorphism E1 → E2 such that the diagram
0 −−−−→ M −−−−→ E1 −−−−→ C −−−−→ 0
idM
y y yidC
0 −−−−→ M −−−−→ E2 −−−−→ C −−−−→ 0
is commutative.
Theorem 1 ([2, 16]). Equivalence classes of null extensions of C by means of M
are in one-to-one correspondence with H2(C,M).
A cocycle ϕ ∈ Z2(C,M) corresponds to an extension E = C+˙M with a new
λ-product (· (λˆ) ·) given by (u (λˆ) v) = 0 for u, v ∈ M , (a (λˆ) u) = (a (λ) u),
(u (λˆ) a) = (u (λ) a) for a ∈ C, u ∈M , and
(a (λˆ) b) = (a (λ) b) + ϕλ(a, b)
for a, b ∈ C.
Corollary 1. Suppose C is an associative conformal algebra such that H2(C,M) =
0 for every C-bimoduleM . Then C splits in every extension with a nilpotent kernel.
Namely, if E is an associative conformal algebra with a nilpotent ideal R such that
E/R ≃ C then E ≃ C ⋉R.
Example 1. Let A be an ordinary algebra, and let H = k[∂]. Then the free
H-module H ⊗A equipped with a λ-product given by
(h(∂)⊗ a) (λ) (g(∂)⊗ b) = h(−λ)g(∂ + λ)⊗ ab, h, g ∈ H, a, b ∈ A,
is called current conformal algebra CurA.
Theorem 2 ([17]). Let A be a finite direct sum of matrix algebras over k, H = k[∂].
Then H2(CurA,M) = 0 for every conformal bimodule M over CurA.
Corollary 2 ([34]). Every finite associative conformal algebra is a semi-direct sum
of its nilpotent radical and semisimple part.
Example 2. Consider the space Mn(k[∂, x]) equipped with the multiplication ac-
tion of ∂ and with a λ-product
A(∂, x) (λ) B(∂, x) = A(−λ, x)B(∂ + λ, x + λ).
This is an associative conformal algebra denoted by Cendn.
The conformal algebra Cendn has a finite faithful representation (FFR) onM =
k[∂]⊗ kn ≃ kn[∂] given by
A(∂, x) (λ) v(∂) = A(−λ, ∂)v(∂ + λ).
Every associative conformal algebra with a FFR is obviously isomorphic to a con-
formal subalgebra of Cendn for an appropriate n. Therefore, Cendn plays the same
role in the theory of conformal algebras as the matrix algebraMn(k) does in the or-
dinary linear algebra. In [26], it was shown that every finite associative torsion-free
conformal algebra has a FFR. However, Cendn is infinite, so associative confor-
mal algebras with a FFR form a more general conformal analogue of the class of
finite-dimensional algebras.
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Theorem 3 ([17]). One has H2(Cendn,M) = 0 for every conformal bimodule M
over the conformal algebra Cendn.
Conformal subalgebraMn(k[∂]) ⊂ Cendn is isomorphic to the current conformal
algebra CurMn(k) which is known to be simple [15]. Given a matrix Q = Q(x) ∈
Mn(k[x]), the set Cendn,Q = QMn(k[∂, x]) is a conformal subalgebra (even a right
ideal) of Cendn. If detQ 6= 0 then Cendn,Q is simple, and vice versa [22].
Theorem 4 ([24]). Let C be a simple associative conformal algebra with a FFR.
Then either C ≃ CurMn(k) or C ≃ Cendn,Q, detQ 6= 0. Semisimple associative
conformal algebra with a FFR is a direct sum of simple ones.
It was shown in [8] that, up to an isomorphism, one may assume Q(x) is in the
canonical diagonal form, i.e.,
Q(x) = diag(f1, . . . , fn), f1 | · · · | fn.
Moreover, if deg fn > 0 then one may assume fn(0) = 0 since the shift map x 7→
x− α, α ∈ k, is an automorphism of Cendn.
Remark 3. Note that Cendn,Q is isomorphic as a conformal algebra to the left ideal
Mn(k[∂, x])Q(x−∂) of Cendn [8]. It is easy to check by the definition of λ-product
in Example 2 that the map θ : Q(x)A(∂, x) 7→ A(∂, x)Q(x − ∂), A ∈ Mn(k[∂, x]),
is an isomorphism.
Every associative conformal algebra E with a FFR has a maximal nilpotent
ideal R such that C = E/R also has a FFR. The conformal algebra C obtained
in this way is a direct sum of simple associative conformal algebras described by
Theorem 4. Theorems 2 and 3 imply E = C ⋉ R if all summands in C are of the
form Curn or Cendn. In this paper, we consider all possible cases and explicitly
determine those semisimple associative conformal algebras with a FFR that split
in every extension with a nilpotent kernel.
3. Extensions of Cendn,Q, Q = diag(1, . . . , 1, x)
Throughout this section, C denotes the associative conformal algebra Cendn,Q
for Q = diag(1, . . . , 1, x). The main purpose of this section is to prove that for
n ≥ 2 we have H2(C,M) = 0 for every conformal bimodule M over C.
Proposition 1. The conformal algebra C is generated by the set
X = {eij | i = 1, . . . , n− 1, j = 1, . . . , n} ∪ {xij | i, j = 1, . . . , n}
relative to the following defining relations:
eij (λ) ekl = δjkeil, (8)
xij (λ) ekl = δjkxil, (9)
eij (λ) xkl = δjk(xil + λeil), (10)
xij (1) xjl = xil, (11)
xij (λ) xkl = 0, j 6= k, (12)
xij (0) xjl = xik (0) xkl. (13)
Proof. Let ConfAs(X, 2) be the free associative conformal algebra generated by
X with locality bound N = 2 [33]. Denote by ConfAs(X, 2 | S) the quotient of
ConfAs(X, 2) modulo the ideal generated by defining relations (8)–(13). Obviously,
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there is a homomorphism ψ : ConfAs(X, 2 | S) → C sending eij to the corre-
sponding unit matrix and xij to xeij . To study ConfAs(X, 2 | S), we apply the
Gro¨bner—Shirshov bases technique for associative conformal algebras [5, 6].
Assume the order on ConfAs(X, 2) is induced as in [5] by the following order on
X : eij < xkl, eij < ekl or xij < xkl if and only if (ij) < (kl) lexicographically. The
set of S-reduced words consists of
∂seij , i = 1, . . . , n− 1, j = 1, . . . , n,
∂sxkl, k, l = 1, . . . , n,
∂s(xk1 (0) x11 (0) · · · (0) x11︸ ︷︷ ︸
t−1
(0) x1l), k, l = 1, . . . , n,
s ≥ 0, t ≥ 1.
The images of these words under ψ are linearly independent in C, so S is a
Gro¨bner—Shirshov basis of C with respect to the generators X . 
Let us now reduce the set of generators.
Corollary 3. The conformal algebra C is generated by X ′ = {eij , e1n, xn1 | i, j =
1, . . . , n− 1} relative to the following defining relations:
eij (λ) ekl = δjkeil, i, j, k, l = 1, . . . , n− 1, (14)
e1n (λ) eij = 0, i, j = 1, . . . , n− 1, (15)
e11 (λ) e1n = e1n, (16)
eij (λ) xn1 = 0, i, j = 1, . . . , n− 1, (17)
xn1 (λ) e11 = xn1, (18)
e1n (1) xn1 = e11, e1n (m) xn1 = 0, m > 1, (19)
Proof. Since C is simple, it is enough to note that if (14)–(19) hold then the ele-
ments of X ′ together with
ein = ei1 (0) e1n, i = 2, . . . , n− 1,
xnj = xn1 (0) e1j , j = 2, . . . , n,
xij = ein (0) xnj , i = 1, . . . , n− 1, j = 1, . . . , n
satisfy all relations (8)–(13). For example, let us check (11). First,
xn1 (m) e1l = (xn1 (0) e11) (m) e1l = 0
for m > 0 by (18) and (14). Next, it follows from conformal associativity that
xij (m) xjl = (ei1 (0) e1n (0) xn1 (0) e1j) (m) (ej1 (0) e1n (0) xn1 (0) e1l)
= (ei1 (0) e1n (0) xn1 (0) e1j (0) ej1) (m) (e1n (0) xn1 (0) e1l)
= (ei1 (0) e1n (0) xn1) (m) (e1n (0) xn1 (0) e1l)
= (ei1 (0) e1n (0) xn1 (0) e1n) (m) (xn1 (0) e1l)
= (ei1 (0) e1n (0) xn1) (0)
∑
s∈Z+
(
m
s
)
((e1n (s) xn1) (m−s) e1l)
= (ei1 (0) e1n (0) xn1) (0) ((e1n (m) xn1) (0) e1l) =
{
xil, m = 1,
0, m > 1.
Other relations (8)–(13) can be checked in a similar way. 
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Let M be an arbitrary conformal bimodule over C.
Lemma 1. For every 2-cocycle ϕ ∈ Z2(C,M) there exists ϕ′ ∈ Z2(C,M) such
that ϕ− ϕ′ ∈ B2(C,M) and
ϕ′λ(uij , vkl) = 0, 1 ≤ i, j, k, l ≤ n− 1, u, v ∈ {e, x}. (20)
Proof. Note that the subalgebra C0 ⊂ C generated by uij , 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n − 1,
u ∈ {e, x}, is isomorphic to Cendn−1 (upper left block of size n − 1 in Cendn,Q).
The restriction of ϕ on C0 belongs to Z
2(C0,M). By Theorem 3, H
2(C0,M) = 0,
so there exists τ ∈ C1(C0,M) such that (d1τ)λ(u, v) = ϕλ(u, v) for all u, v ∈ C0.
Let us choose an arbitrary extension of τ to an H-linear map C → M and note
that ϕ′ = ϕ− d1τ is the desired cocycle. 
In the subsequent computations, we will use the following notation. For a, b ∈ C
and ϕ ∈ C2(C,M), denote
{a (λ) b} = (a (−∂−λ) b) =
∑
n,s∈Z+
(−λ)n
n!
(−∂)s
s!
(a (n+s) b),
and, similarly,
ϕλ{a, b} = ϕ−∂−λ(a, b) =
∑
n,s∈Z+
(−λ)n
n!
(−∂)s
s!
ϕn+s(a, b).
It is well-known (see [23]) that the following relation holds on an associative con-
formal algebra:
a (λ) {b (µ) c} = {(a (λ) b) (µ) c}. (21)
Therefore, similar relations hold for conformal bimodule multiplications.
For a 2-cocycle ϕ ∈ Z2(C,M), Theorem 1 and relation (21) imply
ϕλ(a, {b (µ) c}) + a (λ) ϕµ{b, c} = ϕµ{(aλb), c}+ {ϕλ(a, b) (µ) c}. (22)
Since λ-product is sesquilinear, we also have
(ϕµ{a, b} (λ) c) = (ϕλ−µ(a, b) (λ) c)
for all a, b, c ∈ C.
Lemma 2. For every 2-cocycle ϕ ∈ Z2(C,M) there exists ϕ′ ∈ Z2(C,M) such
that ϕ− ϕ′ ∈ B2(C,M), (20) holds, and
ϕ′λ(e1n, eij) = 0, i, j = 1, . . . , n− 1, (23)
ϕ′λ(e11, e1n) = 0. (24)
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that ϕ satisfies (20). Denote
e = e11 + · · · + en−1n−1 ∈ C0 ⊂ C, where C0 stands for the same subalgebra
as in the proof of Lemma 1. Define τ ∈ C1(C,M) in such a way that τ(e1n) =
ϕ0{e11, e1n} − {e11 (0) ϕ0{e1n, e}} and τ(u) = 0 for other generators u of C as of
H-module. Then, in particular, τ(C0) = 0, so (d1τ)λ(C0, C0) = 0. Let us compute
(d1τ)λ(e1n, eij) = ϕλ(e11, e1n) (λ) eij − e11 (λ) (ϕ0(e1n, e) (0) eij)
= ϕλ(e11, e1n (0) eij) + e11 (λ) ϕ0(e1n, eij)− ϕλ(e11 (λ) e1n, eij)
− e11 (λ) (ϕ0(e1n, e (0) eij) + e1n (0) ϕ0(e, eij)− ϕ0(e1n (0) e, eij))
= −ϕλ(e1n, eij)
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for i, j = 1, . . . , n− 1, and
(d1τ)λ(e11, e1n) = −τ(e1n) + e11 (λ) τ(e1n)
= −ϕ0{e11, e1n}+ {e11 (0) ϕ0{e1n, e}}+ e11 (λ) ϕ0{e11, e1n}
− {(e11 (λ) e11) (0) ϕ0{e1n, e}} = −ϕ0{e11, e1n}+ ϕ0{e11 (λ) e11, e1n}
+ {ϕλ(e11, e11) (0) e1n} − ϕλ(e11, {e11 (0) e1n}) = −ϕλ(e11, e1n).
Therefore, ϕ′ = ϕ+ d1τ satisfies (20), (23), and (24). 
Lemma 3. For every 2-cocycle ϕ ∈ Z2(C,M) there exists ϕ′ ∈ Z2(C,M) such
that ϕ− ϕ′ ∈ B2(C,M), (20), (23), (24) hold, and
ϕ′λ(xn1, e11) = 0, (25)
ϕ′λ(eij , xn1) = 0, i, j = 1, . . . , n− 1. (26)
Proof. Define a 1-cochain τ ∈ C1(C,M) in such a way that
τ(xn1) = ϕ0(xn1, e11)− ϕ0(e, xn1) (0) e11
and τ(u) = 0 for other generators of C as of H-module. Then (d1τ)λ(C0, C0) = 0
and (d1τ)λ(e1n, C0) = (d1τ)λ(C0, e1n) = 0. Moreover,
(d1τ)λ(xn1, e11) = τ(xn1) (λ) e11 − τ(xn1) = ϕ0(xn1, e11) (λ) e11
− ϕ0(e, xn1) (0) e11 (λ) e11 − ϕ0(xn1, e11) + ϕ0(e, xn1) (0) e11 = ϕ0(xn1, e11 (λ) e11)
+ xn1 (0) ϕλ(e11, e11)− ϕλ(xn1 (0) e11, e11)− ϕ0(xn1, e11) = −ϕλ(xn1, e11)
and
(d1τ)λ(eij , xn1) = eij (λ) τ(xn1)
= eij (λ) ϕ0(xn1, e11)− (eij (λ) ϕ0(e, xn1)) (λ) e11 = ϕλ(eij (λ) xn1, e11)
+ ϕλ(eij , xn1) (λ) e11 − ϕλ(eij , xn1 (0) e11)− (ϕλ(eij (λ) e, xn1)
+ ϕλ(eij , e) (λ) xn1 − ϕλ(eij , e (0) xn1)) (λ) e11 = −ϕλ(eij , xn1).
Therefore, ϕ′ = ϕ+ d1τ is the desired cocycle. 
Lemma 4. For every 2-cocycle ϕ ∈ Z2(C,M) there exists ϕ′ ∈ Z2(C,M) such
that ϕ− ϕ′ ∈ B2(C,M), (20), (23), (24), (25), (26) hold, and
ϕ′λ(e1n, xn1) = ϕ
′
0(e1n, xn1). (27)
Proof. Given a 2-cocycle ϕ ∈ Z2(C,M), denote by S the set of all ϕ′ ∈ Z2(C,M)
such that ϕ − ϕ′ ∈ B2(C,M) and ϕ′ satisfies (20), (23), (24), (25), (26). Lemmas
1, 2, 3 imply S 6= ∅. Without loss of generality, we may assume ϕ ∈ S and
m = degλ ϕλ(e1n, xn1) is minimal among all degλ ϕ
′
λ(e1n, xn1), ϕ
′ ∈ S. If m = 0
then there is nothing to prove. If m > 0 then define τ(xn1) =
1
m
xn1 (0) ϕ1(e1n, xn1)
and τ(u) = 0 for other H-linear generators u of C. Let us compute
ϕµ(e1n, xn1) (λ) e11 = ϕµ(e1n, xn1 (λ−µ) e11)
+ e1n (µ) ϕλ−µ(xn1, e11)− ϕλ(e1n (µ) xn1, e11) = ϕµ(e1n, xn1)
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due to the choice of S. Hence,
(d1τ)λ(xn1, e11) = τ(xn1) (λ) e11 − τ(xn1)
=
1
m
xn1 (0) (ϕ1(e1n, xn1) (λ) e11 − ϕ1(e1n, xn1)) = 0,
(d1τ)λ(eij , xn1) = eij (λ) τ(xn1) = eij (λ)
1
m
xn1 (0) ϕ1(e1n, xn1)
=
1
m
(eij (λ) xn1) (λ) ϕ1(e1n, xn1) = 0.
Therefore, the conditions of Lemmas 2 and 3 hold for d1τ , so the cocycle ϕ − d1τ
belongs to the set S. Moreover,
(d1τ)λ(e1n, xn1) = e1n (λ) τ(xn1)
=
1
m
e1n (λ) (xn1 (λ) ϕ1(e1n, xn1)) =
1
m
(x11 + λe11) (λ) ϕ1(e1n, xn1)
=
1
m
(x (0) e11 (λ) ϕ1(e1n, xn1) + λe11 (λ) ϕ1(e1n, xn1))
has the same principal term (with respect to λ) as ϕλ(e1n, xn1). Indeed, let us
evaluate
e11 (λ) ϕµ(e1n, xn1) = ϕλ+µ(e11 (λ) e1n, xn1)
+ ϕλ(e11, e1n) (λ+µ) xn1 − ϕλ(e11, e1n (µ) xn1) = ϕλ+µ(e1n, xn1) ∈M [λ, µ].
The coefficient at µ of the latter polynomial is equal e11 (λ) ϕ1(e1n, xn1). If
ϕλ(e1n, xn1) = λ
(m)um + λ
(m−1)um−1 + . . . then
e11 (λ) ϕ1(e1n, xn1) = λ
(m−1)um + λ
(m−2)um−1 + . . . .
Finally,
(d1τ)λ(e1n, xn1) =
1
m
λ(m−1)x (0) um +
1
m
λ(m−2)x (0) um−1 + . . .
+
1
m
λλ(m−1)um +
1
m
λλ(m−2)um−1 + · · · = λ
(m)um + . . . ,
and for ϕ′ = ϕ− d1τ ∈ S we have
degλ ϕ
′
λ(e1n, xn1) < m = degλ ϕλ(e1n, xn1)
in contradiction to the choice of ϕ. 
Theorem 5. Let C = Cendn,Q, Q = diag(1, . . . , 1, x), n > 1, and let M be an
arbitrary conformal bimodule over C. Then H2(C,M) = 0.
Proof. Suppose ϕ ∈ Z2(C,M). By Lemmas 1–4, there exists ϕ′ ∈ Z2(C,M) such
that ϕ− ϕ′ ∈ B2(C,M) and (20), (23), (24), (25), (26), (27) hold.
Consider an extension E defined by ϕ′ as in Theorem 1:
0→M → E → C → 0.
Then E = C+˙M , and the pre-images of the elements of X ′ from Corollary 3 satisfy
defining relations (14)–(19). Therefore, there exists a homomorphism ρ : C → E
which maps a ∈ X ′ to a + 0 ∈ C+˙M = E. The map ρ is injective since it has
a left inverse E → C in the exact sequence above. Hence, the subalgebra of E
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generated by pre-images of X ′ is isomorphic to C, the extension E is split, and
ϕ′ ∈ B2(C,M). The latter implies ϕ ∈ B2(C,M). 
Remark 4. For n = 1, the proof stated above does not work since there is no
idempotent e11 ∈ C. However, it was proved in [28] that H
2(Cend1,x,M) = 0 for
every conformal bimodule M over Cend1,x. As a corollary, Theorem 5 holds also
for n = 1.
4. Non-split extensions with finite faithful representation
In this section, we state a series of examples of non-split null extensions of
semisimple associative conformal algebras with a FFR.
Example 3. Let C = xk[∂, x] ⊕ yk[∂, y] ≃ Cend1,x⊕Cend1,x. Consider M =
z2k[∂, z] as a conformal bimodule over C relative to
xf(∂, x)(λ)z
2g(∂, z) = z2(z + λ)f(−λ, z)g(∂ + λ, z + λ),
z2g(∂, z)(λ)yf(∂, y) = z
2(z + λ)g(−λ, z)f(∂ + λ, z + λ),
yf(∂, y)(λ)z
2g(∂, z) = 0,
z2g(∂, z)(λ)xf(∂, x) = 0.
Define a 2-cochain ϕ ∈ C2(C,M) in the following way:
ϕλ(xf(∂, x), yg(∂, y)) = z
2f(−λ, z)g(∂ + λ, z + λ),
ϕλ(yf(∂, x), xg(∂, x)) = 0, ϕλ(xf(∂, x), xg(∂, x)) = 0,
ϕλ(yf(∂, y), yg(∂, y)) = 0.
It is straightforward to check that ϕ is a 2-cocycle. Indeed, one may either check
the relation (7), or simply note that the set E of all matrices of the form(
xf(∂, x) 12xf(∂, x) +
1
2 (x − ∂)g(∂, x) + x(x − ∂)h(∂, x)
0 (x− ∂)g(∂, x),
)
(28)
f, g, h ∈ k[∂, x], is a conformal subalgebra of Cend2 isomorphic to the extension of
C by M relative to ϕ, where the isomorphism is given by
xf(∂, x) 7→
(
xf(∂, x) 12xf(∂, x)
0 0
)
, yg(∂, y) 7→
(
0 12 (x− ∂)g(∂, x)
0 (x− ∂)g(∂, x)
)
,
z2h(∂, z) 7→
(
0 x(x − ∂)h(∂, x)
0 0
)
.
Let us show ϕ /∈ B2(C,M). Assume the converse, i.e., there exists ψ ∈ C1(C,M)
such that d1ψ = ϕ. Suppose
ψ(x) = z2f(∂, z), ψ(y) = z2g(∂, z).
Then
z2 = ϕλ(x, y) = z
2(z + λ)f(−λ, z) + z2(z + λ)g(∂ + λ, z + λ),
i.e., z + λ divides 1 in k[∂, z, λ]. The contradiction just obtained proves
H2(Cend1,x⊕Cend1,x,M) 6= 0.
The example above clarifies the main idea of the following statement.
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Proposition 2. Suppose C ≃ CendQ,n⊕CendQ′,m, where Q = diag(1, . . . , 1, x︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
),
Q′ = diag(1, . . . , 1, x︸ ︷︷ ︸
m
). Then there exists a conformal C-bimodule M such that
H2(C,M) 6= 0.
Proof. Assume n ≤ m. Consider the H-module M =Mn,m(k[∂, x]) equipped with
the following C-bimodule structure:
(Q(x)A(∂, x) +Q′(x)B(∂, x)) (λ) X(∂, x) = A(−λ, x)Q(x + λ)X(∂ + λ, x+ λ),
X(∂, x) (λ) (Q(x)A(∂, x) +Q
′(x)B(∂, x)) = X(−λ, x)Q′(x+ λ)B(∂ + λ, x+ λ),
X ∈ M . Straightforward computation shows that this is indeed a conformal bi-
module over C.
Let us define linear maps
⊢:Mn(k[∂, x])→Mn,m(k[∂, x]), ⊥:Mm(k[∂, x])→Mn,m(k[∂, x])
as
A⊢ =
(
A 0
)
, A ∈Mn(k[∂, x])
(add m− n zero columns) and
B⊥ =

b11 . . . b1m. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
bn1 . . . bnm

 , B ∈Mm(k[∂, x])
(remove m− n rows in the bottom). It is clear that
A⊢B = AB⊥, A1A
⊢
2 = (A1A2)
⊢, B⊥1 B2 = (B1B2)
⊥.
Consider the following 2-cochain ϕ ∈ C2(C,M):
ϕλ(QA1 +Q
′B1, QA2 +Q
′B2) = A1(−λ, x)B
⊥
2 (∂ + λ, x + λ). (29)
To prove that (29) defines a 2-cocycle, one may check (7) for ai = QAi + Q
′Bi,
i = 1, 2, 3. Indeed,
a1 (λ) ϕµ(a2, a3) = (QA1 +Q
′B1) (λ) ϕµ(QA2 +Q
′B2, QA3 +Q
′B3)
= QA1 (λ) A2(−µ, x)B
⊥
3 (∂ + µ, x+ µ)
= A1(−λ, x)Q(x + λ)A2(−µ, x+ λ)B
⊥
3 (∂ + λ+ µ, x+ λ+ µ)
ϕλ+µ(a1 (λ) a2, a3) = ϕλ+µ(QA1(−λ, x)Q(x + λ)A2(∂ + λ, x+ λ)
+Q′B1(−λ, x)Q
′(x + λ)B2(∂ + λ, x+ λ), QA3 +Q
′B3)
= A1(−λ, x)Q(x + λ)A2(−(λ+ µ) + λ, x+ λ)B
⊥
3 (∂ + λ+ µ, x+ λ+ µ),
ϕλ(a1, a2 (µ) a3) = ϕλ(QA1 +Q
′B1, QA2(−µ, x)Q(x + µ)A3(∂ + µ, x+ µ)
+Q′B2(−µ, x)Q
′(x+ µ)B3(∂ + µ, x+ µ))
= A1(−λ, x)B
⊥
2 (−µ, x+ λ)Q
′(x+ λ+ µ)B3(∂ + λ+ µ, x+ λ+ µ),
ϕλ(a1, a2) (λ+µ) a3 = A1(−λ, x)B
⊥
2 (∂ + λ, x+ λ) (λ+µ) QA3 +Q
′B3
= A1(−λ, x)B
⊥
2 (−(λ+ µ) + λ, x + λ)Q
′(x+ λ+ µ)B3(∂ + λ+ µ, x+ λ+ µ),
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so
a1 (λ) ϕµ(a2, a3) = ϕλ+µ(a1 (λ) a2, a3), ϕλ(a1, a2 (µ) a3) = ϕλ(a1, a2) (λ+µ) a3.
Assume ϕ = d1ψ ∈ B
2(C,M) for some ψ ∈ C1(C,M). Suppose
ψ(Q) = X1(∂, x), ψ(Q
′enm) = X2(∂, x).
Then
enm = Ine
⊥
nm = ϕλ(Q,Q
′) = X1 (λ) Q
′ − ψ(Q (λ) Q
′) +Q (λ) X2
= X1(−λ, x)Q
′(x+ λ)− 0 +Q(x+ λ)X2(∂ + λ, x + λ),
but in the right-hand side of the last expression a multiple of x + λ occurs in nth
row and mth column. Therefore, H2(C,M) 6= 0. 
Remark 5. The non-split extension
0→M → E → C → 0
constructed with C, M , and ϕ from Proposition 2 has a FFR.
Indeed, one may present E as a subalgebra of Cendn+m that consists of all
matrices of the form(
Q(x)A 12Q(x)A
⊢ + 12B
⊥Q(x− ∂) +Q(x)XQ(x− ∂)
0 BQ(x− ∂)
)
,
where A ∈Mn(k[∂, x]), B ∈Mm(k[∂, x]), X ∈Mn,m(k[∂, x]).
Proposition 3. Let C = Cendn,Q, n > 1, and Q = diag(f1, f2, . . . , fn), where
fi ∈ k[x] and f1 | f2 | · · · | fn, detQ 6= 0. If there exist 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n such that
deg fj ≥ deg fi > 0 then H
2(C) = H2(C,C) 6= 0.
Proof. Let us choose a pair i < j such that 0 < deg fi ≤ deg fj and consider the
2-cochain given by
ϕλ(Q(x)A,Q(x)B) = Q(x)A(−λ, x)eijB(∂ + λ, x+ λ), (30)
where eij stands for the corresponding unit matrix.
One may easily check that (7) holds, so ϕ ∈ Z2(C). Let us show ϕ /∈ B2(C).
Indeed, assume there exists ψ ∈ C1(C) such that ϕ = d1ψ. Suppose
ψ(fieii) = Q(x)A(∂, x), ψ(fjejj) = Q(x)B(∂, x)
for some A,B ∈Mn(k[∂, x]). Let us compute
ϕλ(fieii, fjejj) = Qeiieijejj = fieij
and compare the result with
(d1ψ)λ(fieii, fjejj) = Q(x)A(∂, x)(λ)fjejj + fieii(λ)Q(x)B(∂, x).
The latter is equal to
fj(x + λ)Q(x)A(−λ, x)ejj + eiifi(x)Q(x + λ)B(∂ + λ, x+ λ),
so in ith row and jth column we get an equation
fi(x) = fj(x+ λ)fi(x)aij(−λ, x) + fi(x)fi(x + λ)bij(∂ + λ, x+ λ),
which implies a contradiction since fi | fj . 
Remark 6. The non-split extension 0 → C → E → C → 0 constructed with the
cocycle from the proof of Proposition 3 is a conformal algebra with a FFR.
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Indeed, it is easy to see that
E ≃
{(
Q(x)A eijA+Q(x)B
0 Q(x)A
)
| A,B ∈Mn(k[∂, x])
}
⊆ Cend2n .
Proposition 4. Let C = Cend1,f , f = f(x) ∈ k[x], deg f > 1, n ≥ 1. Then there
exists conformal bimodule M over C such that H2(C,M) 6= 0.
Proof. Linear shift of variable allows us to assume f(x) = xN + αxN−2 + . . . , i.e.,
there is no xN−1, N = deg f .
Consider M = Cend1 as a conformal bimodule over C relative to the following
operations (· [λ] ·):
fa [λ] h = a (λ) fh, h [λ] fa = h (λ) fa, (31)
a, h ∈ Cend1, where (· (λ) ·) is the standard operation on Cend1 (see Example 2).
This is indeed a bimodule since the right action of C onM coincides with the regular
module structure, the left one is twisted by the isomorphism θ from Remark 3:
(fa [λ] h) = (θ(fa) (λ) h).
Define a sesquilinear map ϕ : C ⊗ C →M [λ] given by
ϕλ(fa, fb) = a (λ) b. (32)
It is straightforward to check that ϕ ∈ Z2(C,M). Alternatively, one may note that
M is isomorphic to the radical of a conformal algebra E with a FFR,
E =
{(
f(x)a f(x)a+ f(x)hf(x− ∂)
0 af(x− ∂)
)
| a, h ∈ k[∂, x]
}
⊆ Cend2 .
Namely, h ∈M corresponds to the matrix f(x)hf(x− ∂)e12.
Let us show that ϕ /∈ B2(C,M). Assume the converse: ϕ = d1ψ for some
ψ ∈ C1(C,M). Define ψ˜ : Cend1 → Cend1 by the rule ψ˜(a) = ψ(fa), a ∈ Cend1.
Then
ϕλ(fa, fb) = ψ˜(a) [λ] fb− ψ˜(a (λ) fb) + fa [λ] ψ˜(b)
and (31), (32) imply
ψ˜(a (n) fb) = ψ˜(a) (n) fb+ a (n) fψ˜(b)− a (n) b, n ∈ Z+. (33)
In particular, for a = b = 1 we have ψ˜(1) (N) f + 1 (N) fψ˜(1) = ψ˜(1 (N) f) =
N !ψ˜(1). Let us write ψ˜(1) ∈ Cend1 as
ψ˜(1) =
∑
k≥0
ak(x)(x − ∂)
k, ak(x) ∈ k[x].
Then
N !
∑
k≥0
ak(x)(x− ∂)
k =
∑
k≥0
ak(x)(x− ∂)
k
(N) f(x) + 1 (N) f(x)
∑
k≥0
ak(x)(x− ∂)
k
=
∑
k≥0
ak(x)
dN
dxN
(xkf(x)) +
∑
k≥0
dN
dxN
(f(x)ak(x))(x − ∂)
k. (34)
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Compare coefficients at (x− ∂)k, k ≥ 0, in the left- and right-hand sides of (35) to
get
N !a0(x) =
∑
k≥0
ak(x)
dN
dxN
(xkf(x)) +
dN
dxN
(a0(x)f(x)), (35)
N !ak(x) =
dN
dxN
(f(x)ak(x)), k ≥ 1. (36)
Relation (36) implies deg ak ≤ 0 for k ≥ 1 (it is enough to compare principal terms
of the polynomials). Then it follows from (35) that
0 =
dN
dxN

∑
k≥1
akx
kf(x) + a0(x)f(x)

 ,
i.e.,
a0(x) = −
∑
k≥1
akx
k.
Hence,
ψ˜(1) =
∑
k≥1
ak((x− ∂)
k − xk), ak ∈ k.
It remains to show
ψ˜(h) = hψ˜(1) (37)
for all h ∈ Cend1. It is enough to consider h = h(x) ∈ k[x] and proceed by induction
on deg h. Indeed, if (37) holds for some h ∈ k[x] then, by (33) for a = h, b = 1,
n = N − 1, we have
N !ψ˜(xh)
= h(x)
∑
k≥1
ak((x− ∂)
k − xk) (N−1) f(x) + h (N−1) f(x)
∑
k≥1
ak((x− ∂)
k − xk)
= h(x)
∑
k≥1
ak
(
dN−1
dxN−1
(xkf)−N !xk+1 +N !x(x− ∂)k −
dN−1
dxN−1
(xkf)
)
= N !xh(x)ψ˜(1). (38)
Here we used the initial assumption on the polynomial f to get f (N−1) = N !x.
Relation (37) means ψ ∈ B1(C,M), so d1ψ = 0 6= ϕ. 
Corollary 4. Let C = Cendn,Q, n ≥ 1, Q = diag(f1, f2, . . . , fn), detQ 6= 0. If
deg fn > 1 then there exists a bimodule M over C such that H
2(C,M) 6= 0.
Proof. A non-split extension 0→M → E → C → 0 may be constructed as
E =
{(
Q(x)A Q(x)A+Q(x)XQ(x− ∂)
0 AQ(x− ∂)
)
| A,X ∈ Cendn
}
⊆ Cend2n .
Indeed, C contains a subalgebra C′ = ennCenn isomorphic to Cend1,fn ,M contains
a C′-submodule M ′ = ennMenn. The latter is isomorphic to Cend1 considered as
a Cend1,fn -bimodule relative to the operations (31) for f = fn, and the induced
cocycle coincides with (32). If E was a split extension then so is E′ = (enn +
e2n 2n)E(enn + e2n 2n), but E
′ does not split by Proposition 4. 
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5. Conclusion
Let us analyze the general case in order to choose which semisimple associative
conformal algebras with a FFR have trivial second Hochschild cohomology group
relative to every conformal bimodule.
Let C be a conformal algebra. Recall that a conformal identity (or unit) is an
element e ∈ C such that e (λ) e = e and e (0) a = a for all a ∈ C [31]. Unital
associative conformal algebras and pseudo-algebras are well studied, they are closely
related with differential associative algebras [32]. From the cohomological point of
view they also have nice properties.
Proposition 5. Suppose
0→M → E → C → 0
is an exact sequence of associative conformal algebras, M is nilpotent, and C =
C0 ⊕ C1, where H
2(C1,M) = 0, H
2(C0,M) = 0, and C1 is a unital conformal
algebra. Then H2(C,M) = 0 and, therefore, E ≃ C ⋉M .
Proof. If e¯ is a conformal identity of C1 then there exists its pre-image e ∈ E which
is a conformal idempotent: e (0) e = e, e (n) e = 0 for n > 0 [35, 16]. Hence,
we may apply conformal Pierce decomposition procedure to C. In particular, the
subalgebra E0 = {a − e (0) a − {a (0) e} + e (0) {a (0) e} | a ∈ E} contains a
pre-image of C0 ⊂ C. Therefore, E0 contains a subalgebra isomorphic to C0. On
the other hand, the subalgebra E1 = {e (0) {a (0) e} | a ∈ E} contains a subalgebra
isomorphic to C1. Finally, E0 (λ) E1 = E1 (λ) E0 = 0 since e (m) E0 = E0 (m) e = 0
for all m ≥ Z+, so E contains a subalgebra isomorphic to C. 
Corollary 5. Let C be an associative conformal algebra with a FFR, and let R be
the maximal nilpotent ideal R, C/R =
⊕
i Ci, Ci are simple conformal algebras.
Suppose all Ci are isomorphic to Curn, Cendn, and no more than one of them is
of the form CendQ,n, Q = diag(1, . . . , 1, x). Then C ≃ C/R⋉R.
Let us summarize Theorem 5, Corollary 5, Example 3, Propositions 2, 3, 4, 5
Corollary 4, and the results of [17, 28] to state the ultimate description of those
semisimple associative conformal algebras with a FFR that split in every extension
with a nilpotent kernel.
By [24], every semisimple conformal algebra C with a FFR is a direct sum
of simple ones, C =
⊕
iCi, where either Ci ≃ Curn or Ci ≃ Cendn,Q, Q =
diag(f1, . . . , fn), detQ 6= 0, f1 | · · · | fn.
Theorem 6. An associative conformal algebra C with a FFR splits in every exten-
sion with a nilpotent kernel if and only if C is a direct sum of conformal algebras Ci
isomorphic to Curn, Cendn, and no more than one Cendn,Q, Q = diag(1, . . . , 1, x).
It is worth mentioning that if C does not satisfy the condition of Theorem 6 then
there exists a non-split extension E in an exact sequence 0 → M → E → C → 0
which is an conformal algebra with a FFR. Therefore, Theorem 6 may be considered
as an analogue of the Wedderburn Principal Theorem for the class of associative
conformal algebras with a FFR.
The list of those simple associative conformal algebras with a FFR that split in
every null extension seems to be related with irreducible representations of finite
Lie conformal superalgebras. Particular observations on simple superalgebras lead
to the following
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Conjecture. Let L be a finite Lie conformal superalgebra, and let M be a fi-
nite irreducible conformal L-module. Then the associative conformal subalgebra of
CendM generated by the image of L is isomorphic to either Curn, or Cendn, or
Cendn,Q for Q = diag(1, . . . , 1, x), where n is the rank of M over H = k[∂].
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